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R

ecent actions by China’s non-military law enforcement
vessels pose one of the most immediate threats to peace

and stability in the Asia-Pacific region. Although the high-end
capabilities of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) preoccupy U.S.
strategists and planners, Beijing is actively deploying ships from its
maritime agencies to forcefully advance sovereignty claims in waters
currently outside its administrative control. To this end, Chinese
maritime law enforcement ships have been harassing legitimate
foreign commercial and military vessels, occupying waters that
surround disputed land features and making provocative incursions
into the territorial waters of neighboring states. China’s willingness
to use these vessels in assertive ways presents a fundamental
evolution in Beijing’s efforts to redraw the geographic boundaries
of East Asia. The United States, together with its allies and partners,
will need a new strategic approach to meet this emerging challenge.
At stake are U.S. national interests in the maintenance of peace and
stability, respect for international law, freedom of navigation and
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unimpeded lawful commerce.1
Over the last decade, China has substantially modernized the
capabilities of its numerous maritime agencies: the Border
Control Department’s China Maritime Police, the Maritime
Safety Administration, the Fisheries Law Enforcement Command,
the General Administration of Customs and the State Oceanic
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Administration (particularly its China Maritime Surveillance, or
CMS).2 Sometimes referred to as the “five dragons,” these agencies
have different resources, inventories and capabilities, but all are
growing in size and power.3 At the same time, the maritime agencies
are increasingly coordinating with each other, the PLA Navy (PLAN)
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Yet, the growing size and capabilities of China’s maritime law
enforcement agencies are only part of the story. After all, modernization is to be expected given China’s
rapid economic growth and its comRather than
mensurate dependence on maritime
commerce. Furthermore, other states in
contributing to regional
the region are also building and reinforcing their coast guard capabilities,
peace and security,
notably neighboring Japan.4 With marithe actions of China’s
time forces expanding throughout the
region, how states employ these capamaritime agencies
bilities will have a considerable effect on
regional stability.
are destabilizing and
Chinese strategists have traditionally
seen non-military maritime vessels
as a buffer between navies that helps
likelihood of war in the
avert crises by reducing the presence
region.
of naval forces and the likelihood
of navy-on-navy accidents and inci5
dents. From this vantage point, coast guard-like forces are
stabilizing insofar as they serve to prevent escalation, while also
dampening regional concerns about the naval threat posed by
a rising China. Western analysts have likewise noted that coast
guards can contribute to regional security by participating in
confidence building measures and facilitating cooperative maritime activities that address transnational issues including piracy,
narcotics and trafficking in persons. 6

instead increase the

Neither of these sanguine views, however, accurately depicts the
dominant trends in East Asia today. Rather than contributing to
regional peace and security, the actions of China’s maritime agencies are destabilizing and instead increase the likelihood of war in
the region. Through a variety of means, China has been increasingly
willing and able to use non-military vessels to advance its sovereignty claims in the East and South China Seas.7 In local crises on
China’s periphery – with the likes of Vietnam, the Philippines, and
Japan – maritime law enforcement vessels have played a leading role
as the tip of the spear of Chinese coercion.8
2
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Two simultaneous trends are particularly destabilizing. First, vessels
from China’s maritime agencies are challenging the administrative
status quo of disputed rocks and islands. In instances where maritime rights and sovereignty claims are often derived from de facto
administration and presence, Beijing is using non-military maritime
vessels either to control disputed territories (so as to assert Chinese
sovereignty) or to disrupt the administrative activities of other
regional powers (which creates on-the-ground disputes where none
previously existed).
The second disquieting trend is that, although lightly armed or
unarmed, Chinese maritime vessels are often coupled with PLAN
capabilities over the horizon. By using “non-military” vessels to engage
in military coercion, China is increasing the likelihood of escalation
as well as the speed with which it could occur. At the same time, the
increased activity and assertiveness of Chinese maritime vessels are
ultimately provoking military responses from regional powers to repel
and deter Chinese incursions – which contradicts Chinese arguments
that these forces serve to keep military forces at bay.9
Taken together, these trends are creating a regional security environment in which sovereignty disputes are intensifying and becoming
more militarized. These dynamics were manifest during the row over
Scarborough Reef in the South China Sea, where China mounted
and sustained a substantial maritime law enforcement presence
with PLAN ships nearby, even as the Philippines withdrew its own
government vessels. Since consolidating its occupation of the waters
surrounding the reef, China has been in no mood to compromise,
which would include, for instance, removing its government ships
and returning to the status quo ante.
Chinese behavior in the East China Sea has followed a similar
playbook. China has opportunistically used the pretext of Japanese
domestic political machinations to challenge Japan’s administrative control of the Senkaku Islands.10 Chinese maritime vessels have
become increasingly assertive around the islands, buoyed by vitriolic
anti-Japanese nationalism stirred up by Beijing.11 With both Chinese
and Japanese vessels operating in the waters surrounding the islands,
some Chinese academics and think tank strategists (often delivering
messages from Beijing) now audaciously argue that the two countries must find a new way to reflect the reality of co-administration.
China’s provocations are also compelling Japan to respond with everincreasing strength, for example scrambling F-15 fighters to repel
CMS surveillance aircraft flying over the islands.12
These events are troubling in no small part because China is trying
to coerce U.S. treaty allies. Yet it is even more worrisome that there is
3
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no clear end in sight. China is eagerly capitalizing on opportunities
to advance its sovereignty claims, with Chinese officials reportedly
describing a “Scarborough model” of coercion and occupation.13
China’s leaders have also coupled these actions with such uncompromising and nationalist rhetoric that it would require an act of
improbable political courage for leaders in Beijing to publicly support
dispute management mechanisms that were mutually-agreeable to
other states in the region. The powerful domestic drivers of Chinese
foreign policy – related to territorial integrity, regime legitimacy and
economic growth – narrow the possibility or likelihood of Chinese
flexibility on sovereignty issues.
China’s particular use of non-military maritime vessels is disrupting
regional security in ways that compromise U.S. interests, challenge
U.S. allies and could very well lead to conflict. Preventing Chinese
revisionism in the first place is no small task, but it should be a
key U.S. priority since peacefully reverting to pre-existing sovereignty arrangements after the fact will be extremely difficult, if not
impossible.14
U.S. policymakers should therefore reinforce and renew regional stability in four ways. First, the United States should provide resources,
training and hardware for regional powers to develop the capability
to defend their own waters, making them less vulnerable to Chinese
coercion and intimidation. Although the United States is already
engaged in security cooperation throughout the region, it should
enhance these efforts in the maritime domain. For example, the U.S.
Navy and U.S. Coast Guard should explore opportunities for greater
cooperation and coordination in working with allies and partners. In
addition, U.S. resource constraints make it more attractive to work
with capable allies in building the capacity of third parties. Rather
than thinking about security cooperation primarily in bilateral contexts, U.S. officials should reach out to Australia, Japan, Singapore
and even allies in Europe to identify specific areas for multilateral
cooperation with less advanced militaries in the Asia Pacific. Finally,
either the National Security Staff or the Office of the Secretary of
Defense should provide Pacific Command with explicit guidance
about the political and diplomatic goals of U.S. security cooperation
to ensure that it reinforces broader U.S. government strategy.
In many cases, regional militaries and coast guards are already making significant investments in their own maritime capabilities, and
the United States can complement these efforts in other areas such as
maritime domain awareness. As regional capabilities improve, U.S.
officials should underscore the importance of caution and restraint
so as to avoid offering Beijing an excuse to escalate crises and further
advance China’s claims.
4
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Second, the United States should find new ways to engage China on
maritime security and maritime law enforcement issues. U.S. Coast
Guard cooperation with Chinese counterparts has been too limited in terms of both activities and interlocutors. Existing bilateral
cooperation on preventing driftnet fishing and in venues such as
the North Pacific Coast Guard Forum could be used as building blocks for deeper engagement. Doing so would not be a silver
bullet, but it would provide additional channels for developing
cooperation on maritime security, reinforcing best practices and international
U.S. officials from the
norms, and helping to build personal
relationships that could be drawn upon
White House, State
during a crisis.

Department and

At the same time, U.S. officials from
the White House, State Department
Defense Department
and Defense Department should raise
should raise concerns
concerns with their Chinese counterparts about China’s coercive use
with their Chinese
of maritime law enforcement vessels.
Raising the profile of this key dimension
counterparts about
of maritime security will ensure that it
China’s coercive use
is addressed in regular diplomatic and
military-to-military channels, rather
of maritime law
than being relegated to less frequent
and lower level bilateral coast guard
enforcement vessels.
and law enforcement engagements.
Opportunities to discuss this issue
include state visits and bilateral meetings on the sidelines of major
international forums, as well as the major U.S.-China dialogues
such as the Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the Strategic Security
Dialogue, the Defense Consultative Talks and the Asia-Pacific
Consultations. A good first step would be for the State Department
to deliver a diplomatic demarche on this issue to the Chinese
Embassy in Washington, dual-tracked by the U.S. Embassy in Beijing
to China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This would signal the seriousness with which the United States takes the issue and prepare the
groundwork for subsequent and more substantive bilateral discussions at future high-level engagements.
Third, the president, the secretary of state and the secretary of
defense should raise concerns about the behavior of non-military
maritime vessels in their prepared remarks at leading regional
forums, including the East Asia Summit, the ASEAN Regional
Forum and the Shangri-La Dialogue. The United States should also
continue to support multilateral maritime cooperation and activities
through regional meetings and institutions, including the Experts
5
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Working Groups of the ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting Plus. In
doing so, the United States should continue pursuing a balanced,
principles-based policy that holds all countries to the same standard,
even if that means criticizing the behavior of allies and partners.
Finally, U.S. strategists will have to consider new concepts of deterrence to enhance the credibility of U.S. commitments in the region.
Extended deterrence is difficult enough, given the challenges of
geography and asymmetric stakes, and China’s use of non-military
vessels amplifies these quandaries for the United States by (falsely)
appearing to stay below the military threshold while complicating
traditional notions of retaliation. The United States will therefore
need to expand its concept of deterrence beyond the threat of countering overt aggression with aggression. In response, a more effective
deterrence strategy would not only threaten to respond to aggression
in kind, but more profoundly to shape the region – with allies, partners, rules and institutions – such that tactical Chinese victories that
garner incremental sovereignty gains are net losers for Beijing in the
form of increased isolation and counterbalancing. Reconceptualizing
deterrence in East Asia is a key task ahead for scholars and policymakers alike.
The United States, in concert with the vast majority of major powers
in the region and the international community, should not sit idly by
if China continues its revisionist efforts to expand Chinese territory
at the expense of regional stability. China’s non-military maritime
vessels are at the forefront of these efforts, and the United States
needs to develop a more coherent and comprehensive strategy to
stem the tide of Chinese coercion and incrementalism.
Zachary M. Hosford is a Research Associate and Ely Ratner is a
Fellow at the Center for a New American Security.
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